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ARCHITECTURE PROJECTS

 Underground Project
 Gausacs Rehearsal and social Center
 Housing and office rehabilitation
 Multipurpose Pavilion
 Workshop/ Restoration of an ancient oven
 Workshop/ Bio-construction interior restoration

PERSONAL PROJECTS

 Fresco Painting
 Stained glass



Blanca Guillot Dieste

contact@blancaguillot.com
www.blancaguillot.com

1992 Barcelona, Spain

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Architecture degree (300 ECTS)
Polytechnical University of Catalonia, Sant Cugat (Spain)

Scholarship Erasmus+ (studies) European Commisson/LLP
Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, Istanbul (Turkey)



WORKSHOPS AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Base-a Arquitectura /Barcelona
Bio-construction workshop. Clay techniques and interior restoration.

APARE /France                         
Stonework and restorartion workshop.
Design and construction of a wooden roof and restoration of a facade.  
    
Missionaries of Charity /Croatia

Fundació Hospitalitat /France

LANGUAGES

Spanish Native/C2
Catalan  Native/C2
English  Advanced/C1
French   Intermediate/B1



The project proposes a cultural and art center located in a multicultual 
area, in front of Galata Tower, promoting the relation of turkish people with 
foreigners and tourists. The main reason why it was designed underground 
was to free the upper space, creating a public park with sport facilities, 
green areas where to relax and walk and a playground.

Its organic shape surrounding an amphitheatre creates a singular itinerary 
protected by the sun under a pergola.

The center offers spaces for workshops and sport, Exposition gallery, Tou-
rism office, Library with WIFI and computer room and a Cafeteria.

Underground Project

School: Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University
Year: 2014
Teacher: Gökhan Koçyigit
Location: Beyoglu, Istanbul



view from the amphitheatre 



Main site with upper public park



Section of the area and Galata tower



Sections



Interior distributions and uses



Ground floor



First floor 



This project was based on the need of the Castellers of Sant Cugat “ The 
Gausacs” to find a new space where to rehearse and socialize.

A castell is a human tower built traditionally in festivals in Catalonia.     
During the last years the Gausacs have grown and consolidate as a entity, 
due to that, their actual rehearsal space doesn’t satisfy the requirements 
they have.

After analysing diferent options and factors, the selected project was the 
rehabilitation and adaptation of the actual Library of the city. The project 
also takes place in the adjacent square, where the rehersal space is loca-
ted as a symbol for the city.

Gausacs Rehearsal and Social center

School: ETSAV / UPC
Year: 2015
Teacher: Coque Claret, Dani Calatayud
Location: Sant Cugat del Vallés



View from the rehearsal space



Interior view from the social area



Main floor plan



Relation between spaces



Night view from the rehearsal center



Project’s team  





The project takes place in an empty building land in the north-west area 
of Barcelona. The objective was to create 32 housing and offices con-
necting the existing construction, adjacent to the plot, with the new one. 
The rehabilitation of the existing building, keep its original structure,    
making it continuous along the new building.

The objective of this project was the flexibility of the interior spaces: mix 
housing and offices with interchangeability of uses and connections     
between them.  The new buildings sorrounds an interior courtyard to    
ensure the ilumination, ventilation and the main circulations.

Housing and office rehabilitation

School: ETSAV /UPC
Year: 2012
Teacher: Carles Marcos
Location: Barcelona



Existent building in its neighborhood



Main floor plan of the new building



Distribution possibilities in a same flat 

Possibilities of interior partitions



Example of a two room’s flat



View of the facade



The objective of the project was to create a 300 sqm interactive space with 
zenithal light.

It is composed of twelve hexagonal modules connected between them by a 
wooden structure. This same structure, elevates one or two triangles of each 
hexagon to create an entrance of light, that transforms the space.

The pavilion allows various uses, such as sportive events, exhibitions or confe-
rences. Its diaphanous space under the The ceiling, composed by a mosaic of 
triangles, creates a diaphanous space with a pleasant ambient for every kind of 
activity.

Multipurpose pavilion

School: ETSAV /UPC
Year: 2011
Teacher: Fernando Marzà
Location: non defined



View of the roof



Wooden structure model of three modules



Detail of the roof water channel 



View of the pavilion 



Structure roof’s plan  



Section 



View of the sunset on the roof



The Association APARE is a European youth organisation based France 
which offers field-based research workshops for students and young pro-
fessional people who want to put their knowledge into practice and gain 
valuable professional experience. 

The objective is to take part in work to restore and safeguard emblematic 
Provencal and Mediterranean constructions while receiving on-site trai-
ning from experienced professionals in stonework and restoration tech-
niques. This workshop help formulate various working tools: landscape 
development plans, awareness-raising tools for natural hazards, territorial 
analysis, design interpretation panels, etc.

Our work was to finish to rebuild the ancient stone walls, the chimney, 
and restart the wooden roof. We used materials from the region, and we 
followed the same design from the ancient structure to build the new one.

WORKSHOP
Restoration of an ancient oven

Association: APARE 
Year: 2013
Location: Auzet, France



Workshop team



Photos during the construction process



Process and final result 



Base-A is a collective of young architects and students who perceive 
architecture as a tool for social transformation. Within the scope of coo-
peration and education, they perform activities in areas related to the 
construction, rehabilitation and urban planning from the viewpoint of 
sustainable and inclusive development.

This workshop took place in an ancient catalan masia and the objective 
was to restorate the interior walls with different clay plaster techinques.

WORKSHOP
Bio-construction interior restoration

Association: Base-A Arquitectura 
Year: 2015
Location: Barcelona



Masia catalana



Interior during the restoration



Photos during the process and results





PERSONAL PROJECTS
Fresco painting and Stained Glass

School: Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University
Year: 2015
Place: Istanbul, Turkey



FRESCO PAINTING. Detail of “Judit y Holofernes” of Caravaggio, 1599



STAINED GLASS TECHNIQUE. Original painting: “El Balandrito” of Sorolla, 1909


